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I
JPL has long been involved with developing cryogenic refrigeration systems for the cooling
of infrared sensors used by both NASA and the US Defense l“leparlment. In 1989, JPL
began spinning off this technology to provide commercial refrigeration and air conditioning,
The areas of technology spinoff include the development of refrigerant mixtures to replace
ozone-depleting Freon 12, the development of solid adsorption cooling systems for home air
conditioning and railway car air conditioning, and the development of low cost, lightweight
liquid absorption air conditioning systems that can serve as gas-powered window air
conditioning units or exhaust-heat-powered, automobile air conditioning systems.

1, Background

Starting in 1979, JPL has been involved in the development of cryogenic cooling
systems for the cooling of infrared sensors used by both NASA and the US Defense
Department. In particular, JPL has been a leader in the development of solid sorption
cryogenic refrigeration systems to provide cooling of infrared detectors for long life outer
planet missions, as well as for earth-orbiting surveillance missions. Sorption compressors
operate by sorbing a low pressure refrigerant onto solid powders, typically near room
temperature, and exhausting the refrigerant at high p] essures when the powder is heated an
additional 100-200”C, When the high pressure refrij:erant is pre- cooled and expanc!ed, it
provides net refrigeration, Thus, simple heating and cooling of the powders provides a
basically solid-state cooling system with essentially no wear-related moving parts.

The basic operation is shown in Figure 1, which has two sorbcnt beds henting
(outgassing high pressure refrigerant) arrd two sorbent beds cooling (adsorbing low pressure
refrigerant). Expansion of the pre-cooled refrigerant through an expansion valve, or orifice,
provides cooling.

Since 1979, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPI ) has tested numerous hydrogen,
oxygen, nitrogen, and krypton cryogenic sorption refrigeration systems (1.2) for cooling spacebased infrared imaging systems. More recently, JPL IIas been developing a quick cooldown
10 K(-263 “C) hydrogen sor@ion refrigeration system for the cool ing of infrared sensors for
the Strategic Defense Initiative Organization (SD1O) “Star Wars” missile tracking program.

A proof-of-principle experiment was successfully conducted at JPL in 1991 ‘3), and a JPL
Space Shuttle experiment is planned for 1996.

]1. Solid Sorwtion Refrigeration Spinoffs

For ground air conditioning applications, the simple sketch of Figure

has been

found to be too inefficient to compete with alternate heat pump technologies. To conserve
energy, a number of heat regeneration technic]ues have been attempted, whereby the waste
heat from and sorbent bed is used to heat another sorbcnt bed. Shclton4 and Tchernevs have
devised a simple double-bed systems, in which a hot sorbent bed that is being cooled will
pass its heat to a coolant fluicl which then passes through a heater (to make up for
regeneration thermal losses) and then on to another sorbent bcd. A number of alternate
techniques using four, six, or more beds have also been proposed.”7
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Extensive studies have been performed at JPL, which show that a four bed approach
is much more efficient that two beds, but that there is liot a significant advantage in using
more than four beds8’9.

In particular, a patented four bed approach (Figure 2) will use a

fluid (water or oil) to transfer hot and cold thermal waves(lO). In addition, it has been
discovered that significant performance improvement can be attained if the coolest sorbent
bed is cooled further at the end of each quarter cycle without regenerating the fluid through
the other three sorbent beds. With this type of “bottonling”, the JPI, models have predicted
a coefficient of performance (COP) of 1.0 for a 35°C day using ammonia adsorbed on
activated carbon. The COP, using Freon- 12 replacement fluid R1 34a, has been predicted to
be about 0.8. These predicted efficiencies are higher than any other single stage heatpowered air conditioning systems presently on the market.

In order to confirm the analytical tools, a single compact sorbcnt bed was fabricated
and tested in both heating and cooling modes. The sorbent bed (}~i~ure 3) consisted of
activated carbon with a binder that was molded into a finned aluminum tube extrusion (patent
pending ‘ll)). Pressurized water was selected as the heating and coc)ling means. A hollow
ullage volume in the center of the water stream allowed enhanced fluid heat transfer
coefficients. The transient thermal test results showed very good correlation to analytical
predictions(9), although full system COP was not able to be measured with only one sorbent
bed. Of the three refrigerants that were tested (R22, R 134a, and ammonia), ammonia was
almost three times superior to the. others and yielded 1038 BTU/hr (304 watts) cooling for
only a 0.51 Kg carbon bed.

This technology (Ref 10,11) has now been spun off and is being licensed by Aerojet
General to provicle 7.2 tons (25.3 kw) of air conditioning for a Img, Angeles County subway
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car. For this application, the entire compressor heater power will bc derived from the

subway train’s electro-resistive brake waste heat. The subway car sorption air conditioning
installation is scheduled to occur in 1996. This same technology is also being evaluated by
Aerojet to provide high-efficiency air conditioning systems for home and commercial
applications.

111. Liquid Absorption Spinoffs

Liquid absorption systems perform very similar in principle to solid sorption systems,
except that the liquid moves through the unit. A typical liquid absorption system is shown in
Figure 4. Low pressure ammonia is absorbed into wa[er in the absorber part of the unit. It
is then pumped to a high pressure and passes through a heat exchanger into a hot gas
generator section. The ammonia desorbs at high pressure from the water, and most of the
water vapor is distilled out of the ammonia in the rectifier.

The depleted liquid solution

then passes back to the absorber where it is cooled and ready to absorb low pressure
ammonia.

Liquid absorption systems have both some adwmtages and disadvantages compared to
solid sorption systems. For ammonia systems, water will absorb about three times as much
ammonia by weight as the best carbon adsorbent. Although heat transfer is easier for liquid
systems, the mass transfer of refrigerant back into liquid solution is more difficult. A very
large cooled surface area is typical] y required to enhance liquid/gas absorption, and this
surface area is usually very sensitive to motion and/oJ gravity.

Recently, the Southern California Gas Company has funded JP1. to develop a high
performance liquid absorption system that can be compact enough to fit into a typical
window unit air conditioning unit for cooling multi-unit dwellings. JPI, has now fabricated a
bench-model, proof-of-principle liquid absorption unit that combines the best features of solid
and liquid absorption units and can be compact enough for window a/c units.

The actual design is still proprietary, but the unit promises to be low cost,
lightweight, reasonably efficient, and motion insensitive. Preliminary tests will be performed
in March 1995 using a water/an~monia combination in the apparatus. Subsequent funding by
Ford Automotive will have allowed testing of R 134a in the same apparatus by the time of
this publication. The intent is to develop air conditioning units for cars that can be powered
by automotive exhaust waste hcxt.

Although all testing is to be performed in a stainless steel apparatus, actual
commercial fabrication of ammonia units would consist of mild steel with appropriate
corrosion inhibitors. R1 34a units could be fabricated from inexpensive aluminum extrusions.

IV. Refrigerant Mixtures

JP1. has also been actively involved in develo~]ing refrigerant mixtures for cooling
applications. It has been known for some time that refrigerant mixtures can provide cooling
from room temperature down to as low as about 65K in a single c.xpansion stage. A British
patent was issued in 1973 to a group c)f Russians (Al feev et al, Ref. 12) who mixed neon,
nitrogen, and various hydrocarbons to attain cooling as low as 65K, and pro(iuccd an order
of magnitude cooling improvement over the use of nitrogen alone.
5

With funding from the lJS Defense Department, JPL developed a computer code
(Ref. 13) that accurately predicted the Russian performance numbers as well as numerous
other measured gas mixture performances.

In 1989, NASA drew upon JPL’s fluid mixture experience, and funded JPL to

develop a refrigerant mixture replacement for ozone-depleting Freon refrigerant 12 (R 12).
Starting with a list of approximately sixty refrigerants with similar boiling pints, JPI.
produced a family of six fluid near-azeotropic (constant boiling point) mixtures that have
saturation pressures similar to R12 (Table 1). “~he mixtures, however, are about fifty to one
hundred times less damaging to the Earth’s ozone layer (Ref. 14).

Furthermore, the mixtures are of low toxicity, are non-flammable, and are likely to
have an improved coefficient of performance and bettc.r compatibility with oil than
Refrigerant 134a, the present leading replacement for Refrigerant 12. Although the newly
discovered JPL blends are likely to cost more than the recently pa[entcd Dupont ternary
blend (Ref. 15), they are at least four times less ozone-damaging than the )upont blend, and
they are at least twice as azeotropic.

V. Summary and.~ontio.m

Based on JPL’s long-established role as an innovator in space-based cryogenic
refrigeration technology, JP1.. has successful spun off three potentially rewarding areas in
commercial refrigeration.
In the area of solid adsorption refrigeration, Aerojet Corpcwation has licensed
JPL/Caltech technology and is building a 7.2 ton (25.3 kw) air conditioner for a Los Angeles
6

County subway train. The air conditioner will be powered by the waste heat from the train’s
electro-resistive breaking system. Aerojet is also developing the technology for home and
industrial air conditioning.

In the area of liquid absorption air conditioning systems, JPI. is developing a
compact, low cost, water/am monia cooler for gas-fired window units for the Southern
California Gas Company. The ammonia loop wouId bc located entirely outside of the room
to be cooled and would be coupled by a water cooling loop to the interior portion of the unit.
A similar unit using R134a, instead of ammonia, is to be tested for Ford Automotive. This
unit would be eventually powered by automotive exhaust waste heat.

In the area of mixed fluids, a farnil y of six, near-azeotropic mixture substitutes has
been found for ozone-depleting Freon 12. The rnixtu] es have low toxicity, are nonflammable, and are about fifty to one hundred times less ozone-depleting than Freon 12.
They may be particularly useful in replacement applications where. Refrigerant 134a, and its
problematic lubricants, cannot be used.
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Table 1. JPL Near-Azeotropic Mixture Replacements for R 12
_—.—
_——

Mixture

Component A*

.—.

Component B*

-——

0.8< R134a<l.O

R124<0.5

2

R142b<0.5

3

R124<0.5

4

——.—.
R152a<0.5

5

——- —-—
R152a<0.5

6

R124<0.5
——- .——

*0. O<(B+C+D)<O.5
All fractions are given as mole fractions.
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‘---7
Component C*

--’””+--1-----R142b<0.5

R142t) <0.5

R152a<0.5

—.—.:, .~
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FIGURI~ 2. SORPTION COMPRESSOR REGENERATIVE T’HERMAI. “WAVE”
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